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Topics
�Why talk about enhancements?

�Overview of the Polaris enhancement process

�Top voted enhancements in 2013

�Status of the enhancements in process

�Enhancements submitted by the CLC in 2013-2014

�Your opinion matters!



The PUG Enhancement Process
It all starts with a ticket

Tickets are classified as enhancements

Tickets are added to the common solution

Tickets are nominated for inclusion in the ‘The PUG Vote’

Solutions are migrated to the IdeaWall

The common solution is what gets voted on

Top Vote Getters are reported back to Polaris Staff

Polaris analyses and commits to specific requests

Tickets are updated to ‘Accepted for Development’



Alternative Enhancement Routes
Contractual requirements

Overwhelming customer feedback

Non-PUG member feedback

Internal staff feedback

Industry trends



The Ticket



Typical Solution



Where PUG steps in



My Enhancements on the Supportal



Related Solution



How Many Customers Have the Same 
Enhancement Request?



Finding the IdeaWall



The IdeaWall



To Comment or Not to Comment



Constructive Comments



PUG 2013 Top Vote Getters
Enhancement status is posted as a Notice on the Supportal

Top 25 vote getters from across 10 categories are posted

Status Legend:

◦ Reviewed – Polaris has reviewed the request to determine scope / feasibility of project

◦ Tentative – Accepted for development, schedule not finalized

◦ Scheduled – Accepted for development, release schedule determined

◦ Done – Development is complete

◦ Released – Development has been released to the field



Scheduled PUG 2013 Top Vote Getters
Simply Reports – show and allow editing of saved reports Scheduled 2015

Widgets for carousels to plug into webpages Scheduled Fall

Automatic handling of Display in PAC setting for bib records Scheduled Fall

Automatically close a purchase order Scheduled Fall

Damaged materials handling Tentative 2015



Additional Scheduled Enhancements

OverDrive Integration Released 4.1R2

Holds – Deny functions that will trap later Released 4.1R2

Improvements to Renewal with Optional holds block Released 4.1R2

What constitutes Patron Activity for patron purge Released 4.1R2

Limit Floating Items by Collection (with optional load balancing) Scheduled Fall

Family holds pickup Scheduled Fall

SIP check in item status options Scheduled Fall

Missing part check in Tentative Fall

Option to require a waive reason Scheduled 2015

Changing pickup location of item triggering staff notification Scheduled 2015

New TOM definitions for additional material types Tentative 2015



PUG 2014 Enhancement Schedule

Archival of 2013:  August 2014

Nominations: September 2014

IdeaWall Commenting: October 2014

Voting: November 2014

Results: December 2014



CLC’s submitted enhancements
2013-2014

How do we come up with the list?

We want your input!

--Customer 
comments/complaints

--Workflow 
improvement ideas

--CLC ideas

Enhancement request 
submitted to Polaris

CLC chooses top 10 
enhancements for PUG 

voting



PAC Enhancements
#1: Allow customization of error messages 

Why? Make the message less confusing for the patron.

Example:

An error has occurred. Please try 

your search again in a few 

minutes.



PAC Enhancements
#2: Add “Remember Me” functionality to the PAC

Why? Customers won’t have to re-enter their card # and pin every. single. time. They open a new 
browser window.

#3: Add feature to embed YouTube videos in 856 tag

Blah �



PAC Enhancements
#4: Ask Us and patron messages in PAC should be integrated

Why? The emails aren’t linked to a patron or stored anywhere. This would keep a trail for both the 

patron and staff.

#5: Add more info. To make this message clearer: 

Why? It’s the same message used when a restricted patron, like a kid who can’t check out R movies,
tries to reserve an item they can’t check out.

"The request cannot be placed because your account has exceeded the 

maximum number of requests for this material type. You can cancel some 

requests for this material type or wait for a request to be filled, then 

submit this request again."

“Patron request limit is 0 for material type Video R”



Holds Enhancements
#6: Let staff specify a quantity of a title to place on hold.

Why? Staff won’t have to place many holds for the same title

Qty.



Holds Enhancements
#7: Have Polaris check to see if items can actually fill a hold request

Why? There is a setting that would let patrons renew an item if there are holds, as long as other 
copies are still available to fulfill those other holds.  But…

#8:  If a customer has a hold and then checks out another item with the same bib record, don’t       

____ cancel the existing hold.

Why? Some libraries offer popular titles for short loan periods with holds or renewals. Patrons place   

holds so they can finish the book at a later time.



Circulation Enhancements
#9: Add ability to search for transactions by a time range 

#10: Option for numeric-only keypad on ExpressCheck



Circulation Enhancements
#11:  Allow a hold request to fill once a patron goes below their holds limit

Why?

#12: Ability to key in card # in ExpressCheck while in Offline mode

Why? In offline mode, customers have to have their card in hand to check out. 



Circulation Enhancements
#13: Provide more direct method of setting items to Missing without having to check in first

Why? Items often aren’t in hand, or have holds that must be resolved

#14: Include workstation name in lock message screen

Why? The lock is at a workstation, so if the person walks away, you still know which session to restart.

Also, for CLC staff: 



Cataloging Enhancements
#15: Increase the number of records you can export with ExportExpress (used to export MARC

records for Boopsie and other 3rd party vendors)
Why? Current limit is 999,999; exporting more than that is difficult and time-consuming

#16: Include Title of de-duped incoming record in Import Report 

Why? Difficult to identify the de-duped records because you don't see the title of the duplicates, 
only the kept title. 

� Import option to reject forced the 
incoming record to be ignored.

� Import option to reject forced the 
incoming record to be ignored.

� Duplicate Reason Title

� 1404454 UPC The Cowboy 

Takes a Wife

� 1404454 UPC The Widow's 

Suitor



Cataloging Enhancements
#17: Pre-populate info. Into the find tool of Check Headings Assistant in cataloging when saving  

_____  a bib with unlinked authorities 

Why? The process is extremely time-consuming and re-typing promotes errors.

#18: Add receive date to 970 field so they can be cleaned up automatically. 

Why? We want the 970 field cleaned up when the item is received, not when the PO is processed.



Other Enhancements
#19:  Provide ability to set "From" Field in email notices 

Why? We are able to set the "from" address, but not the name 

associated with the email, for notices. This makes it harder 

for patrons to know at a glance that the email is from 

the library. 

#20: Add a hierarchy to organize collection codes.

Why? Simplify reporting for those (BOT, Directors, etc) who don’t need granular details.



Questions? Thoughts? Thank You! 
Kellie Conner

Kelly Hock

ILS Support Analyst

Central Library Consortium

khock@clcohio.org


